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Preliminary ResultsPreliminary Results
(Individuals)(Individuals)

Moderate support: CCS comparable to RES and EE

CCS moderately/strongly preferred to nuclear energy

EC to assure that CCS will not drive attention away 
from RES and EE

Need for dialogue & information sharing

Support for EC measures regarding CCS
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Breakdown of respondents by Breakdown of respondents by 
stakeholder typestakeholder type
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Individuals Individuals –– relevant knowledgerelevant knowledge

98.3% believe/strongly believe they have good 
knowledge of the impacts of energy use on climate 
change

80,1% believe/strongly believe they have good 
knowledge about CCS
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Breakdown of respondents by countryBreakdown of respondents by country
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Individuals: main views/opinions 
on CCS
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Injection of CO2 may increase the potential for
earthquakes in certain areas

It is impossible to reliably clarify who whold be liable for
possible leakage of CO2 from geological storage site afer

It is unlikely that qualified underground injection of CO2
impacts negatively the quality of the ground water used

CCS could help developing countries to increase their
energy consumption without major implications for CC

Investment in CCS could impact negatively the availability
of resources for RES and EE

CCS allows the use of fossil fuels while minimising the
negative envt'l impact on CC

CCS technologies could be very costly

CCS could be a bridging solution to mitigate CC until
long-term alternatives are developed

CCS could provide CO2 reductions in addition to EE and
RES

CCS technologies are new and need to be further tested

One of the key issues for CCS lies in assuring that the
geologically stored CO2 stays underground

agree/strongly agree

disagree/strongly
disagree
don't know
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Individuals: CCS in relation with Individuals: CCS in relation with 
other technologiesother technologies
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Nuclear energy generation is a
better solution for low-CO2 power

than CCS

CCS is an equally acceptable
option compared to other ways of

reducing GHGs

agree/strongly agree
disagree/strongly disagree
don't know

Organizations: 65%                             34%
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Ways for EC to address public concernsWays for EC to address public concerns
(Individuals who disagree/strongly disagree that CCS is as good (Individuals who disagree/strongly disagree that CCS is as good as other as other 
ways to reduce ways to reduce GHGsGHGs))

1. EC not to reduce efforts for EE and RES 
because of CCS

2. Develop a strong regulatory and monitoring 
framework
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WTP IndividualsWTP Individuals

How much would you be willing to pay additionally for your 
electricity if you were assured that it was generated from 

non-CO2 sources?
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WTP Companies/OrganizationsWTP Companies/Organizations

How much extra would you be willing to pay for your 
electricity if it came from nonCO2-emitting sources?

14,5% 15,9%
6,2% 9,7%

43,4%
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and 5%

more per
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between 5%
and 10%
more per
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don't know Nothing
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Thank you for your attention !Thank you for your attention !
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